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DIVISION OF RESEARCH GRANTS 
FY 1974 
Editing 
American Council of Learned Societies, New York, N.Y., 
Dr. Frederick Burkhardt, An Authentic Edition of the 
Outright 
Works of Williru~ James, RE-10709-74-352 $ 81,540 
American Council of Learned Societies, New York, N.Y., 
Dr. Frederick Burkhardt, Preliminary Planning for 
Definitive Edition of the Works of William James, 
RE-10012-74-39 
American University, Washington, D.C., 
Dr. Charles McLaughlin, The Frederick Law Olmsted 
Papers, RE-10712-74-137 
American University, Washington, D.C., 
Charles C. McLaughlin, The Frederick Law Olmsted 
Papers, R0-6997-72-363 
University of California, Los Angeles, California, 
Professor Fredi Chiappelli, The Unpublished Writings 





City College, CUNY, New York, New York, 
Norman Kelvin, A Comorehensive Edition of the 
Letters of William Morris (1834-96), RE-20472-74-462 18,682 
The College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, 












Columbia University, New York, New York, 
Richard B. Morris, The Papers of John Jay, 
RB-8777-74-7 
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, 
Albert E. Van Dusen, Editing the Papers of 
Jonathan Trumbull, Sr., RE-20752-74-519 
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, 
Albert E. Van Dusen, Editing the Papers of 
Jonathan Trumbull, Sr., R0-5666-72-62 
CUNY/CUNY Research Foundation, New York, New York, 
Morton N. Cohen, The Letters of Lewis Carroll, 
RE-10829-74-502 
CUNY Queens College,, New York, New York, 
Dr. E. James Ferguson, The Papers of Robert Morris, 
RB-8338-73-274 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 
Charles M. Wiltse, The Papers of Daniel Webster, 
RE-20266-74-450 
Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
Walter M. Merrill, The Complete Letters of William 
Lloyd Garrison, RE-10211-74-143 
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, 
Professor Leon Edel, The Edmund Wilson Papers, 
RE-10069-74-213 
Herbert H. Lehman College / Research Foundation, CUNY, 
Bronx, New York, 
W. Speed Hill, New Critical Edition of the Works of 























Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 
Dr. Caroline Robbins, The Papers of William Penn, 
RE-10570-74-239 
Institute of Early American History and Culture, 
Williamsburg, Virginia, 
Dr. Herbert A. Johnson, The Papers of John 
Outright G&M 
$ 27,360 $ 
Marshall, RE-6391-73-3 1,750 
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 
Dr. Louis R. Harlan, The Booker T. Washington 
Papers, RE-8194-7 3-304 42, 881 
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 
Dr. Edward C. Carter, II, The Editorial Phase of 
the Papers of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, RE-8912-73-407 38, 000 
University of Massachusetts, Ar."herst, Massachusetts, 
Professor Thomas W. Copeland, 
Edition of the Writings and Speeches of Edmund 
Burke, RE-10027-74-199 9,877 
Modern Language Association of America, New York, N.Y., 
Matthew J. Bruccoli, Center for Editions of American 
Authors, R0-5774-72-53 3,401.23 
Modern Language Association of /\.merica, New York, N. Y., 
Dr. Matthew J. Bruccoli, Center for Editions of 
American Authors, R0-20433-74-511 843,296 
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, 








9 t 87 7 
3,401.23 
843,296 
10 I 4 46 
Editing 
St. Tho~as Aquinas Foundation, New York, New York, 
Ja.rr,es P. P.eilly, .Aquinas Project, EE-7249-73-81 
SITli thsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. , 
Lillian B. Miller, The Papers of Charles Willson 
Peale and His Family, PE-20210-74-507 
Southern Illinois Cniversity, Carbondale, Illinois, 
Dr. Jo Ann Boydston, The Middle Works of John 




Dewey, Volurres 1, 2, arid 3, PE-10029.:..74-196 44,605 
Tusculum College, Greeneville, Tennessee, 
Dr. Thomas G. Voss, The Letters of William Cullen 
Bryant, FE-8916-73-508 12,760 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, 




Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 
John W. Blassingame, Editing of Frederick Douglass 
Papers, RE-7762-73-283 40 !000 
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 
Franz Rosenthal, Yale Judaica Series, RE-10594-74-179 5,175 
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 
Professor Richard S. Sylvester, The Yale Edition of the 
Works of St. Thomas More, R0-7158-72-471 47,969 
Individual, Englewooc, Florida, 
Dr. Leslie A. Marchanc, A Cowplete Edition of the Letters 
and Journals of Lord Byron, RE-20087-74-521 13,806 
Individual, Oklahoma City, Oklahowa, 
Yvona Kendall Mason, The Nature of the AIT1erican Nation: 
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24,764 
Edi ting 
Individual, Wilmett, Illinois, 
_Dr. Ann Shannon, An Edition of Trevisa's De 
Proprietatibus Rerum, RI-20410-74-481 
Individual, Princeton, New Jersey, 
Don M. Wolfe, The Complete Works of John 
Milton, P~-8705-73-297 
Total 
Number of awards; 36 
5-5 
Outright G&M Total 
$ 8,500 $ -- $ 8,500 
20,646 20,646 
$ 1,917,802.71 $189,915.78 $ 2,107,718.49 
